USED EQUIPMENT SPECIAL OFFERS

Red-D-Arc D550K HO Diesel Welder 500488021
- Processes: Stick (SMAW), TIG (GTAW), MIG (GMAW), Flux-Cored (FCAW), Air Carbon Arc Cutting and Gouging
- 500 Amps at 100% Duty Cycle
- DC CC CV
from $14,000 CAD

Red-D-Arc DX450 Diesel Welder K2712.1
- Processes: Stick (SMAW), TIG (GTAW), MIG (GMAW), Multiprocess, Air Carbon Arc Cutting, Flux-Cored (FCAW)
- Kubota Diesel Engine
- CC CV
from $12,500 CAD

Red-D-Arc D300k 3+3 Diesel Welder K1687.1
- Processes: Stick (SMAW), Air Carbon Arc Cutting,
- Five Output Taps and Fine Current Control
- DC CC 3kW
from $11,000 CAD

Red-D-Arc EX360 Multi-Process Welder 907161021
- Processes: Stick (SMAW), TIG (GTAW), MIG (GMAW), Flux-Cored (FCAW)
- 350 Amps at 60% Duty-Cycle Output
- DC CC CV
from $4,150 CAD

Red-D-Arc FX450 Multiprocess Welder K3073.1
- Processes: Stick (SMAW), TIG (GTAW), MIG (GMAW), Multiprocess, Air Carbon Arc Cutting, Flux-Cored (FCAW)
- DC CC CV
from $3,900 CAD

Red-D-Arc SB80 Power Distribution Panel SB80PANEL
- 4-120 VAC duplex receptacles with 20 amp GFI breakers
- Plugs into a 240 VAC twist-lock receptacle on larger voltage-step-down panels
from $200 CAD

NEW 6 Month Used Equipment Extended Warranty
Optional 6 month extended warranty available for additional cost. Extends our 30-day warranty, for a total of 7 months.
The Plus 6 extended warranty is only offered for used welding equipment. Some exceptions may apply.
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Prices may not include protective frames and undercarriages as shown.